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We prove a theorem of de Finetti-type involving the pure birth or Yule process. The proof 
illustrates the usefulness of recently developed weak convergence criteria for point processes as 
well as uniform saddlepoint approximations. We also derive a stochastic intensity for the condi- 
tional probabilities given the sufficient statistics of the Yule process. 
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1. Introduction and main theorem 
The main result of this paper belongs to the area usually referred to as de Finetti-type 
theorems. For references on this subject one can consult for instance Aldous (1985) 
or Diaconis and Freedman (1987). A number of discrete-time models have been 
studied, but few results seem to be known for continuous-time stochastic processes. 
The following notation will be used throughout the paper. 0 denotes the space 
of all non-exploding counting process trajectories on [0, CO[. That is, for w E 0 one 
has that w(O)=O, w(t)~{O, l,...} Vt~[0,@, w(s) is right continuous and w(t)- 
w( t-) = 0 or 1 Vt E [0, a[. Define the canonical counting process N on 0 x [0, OO[ 
by N,(w) = o(t) and put N,= lim,,, N,, P, = a( N,; s G t), 9 = a( N,; s 2 0), Tk = 
inf(t: N, = k). We equip 0 with the Skorokhod topology, for which w, + w if and 
only if Tk(w,)+ Tk(w) Vk. 
Our starting point is the counting process counting the number of jumps in a 
pure birth or Yule process with initial population size equal to one. That is, we 
consider the family Pi’ = {Pa; LY E IO, a$} of probability measures on (0, %), where 
N has Pa-intensity A, = LY( N,_+ l), t 3 0. Statistical inference for this model was 
studied by Keiding (1974). 
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A minimal sufficient statistic for 9 restricted to 9, is (N,, X,), where X, = 
j:,(N,+l) ds. Th e mapping ww(N,(o), X,(w)), w E 0, takes values in the space 
E,=({O)x{r))u n’, ({nIxl~,(n+l)t[) L > 
. 
We denote by 93(E,) the natural Bore1 c-field on E,. For any (Y E 10, co[, (N, X) = 
{(N,, X,), t 2 0) is a P,-Markov process with transition densities (with respect to 
counting measure on the integers and Lebesgue measure on R,) given by 
fP-s(n, ylm, X) = 0 n anmm(t - ~)~-~-l emacyex) g,_, m ( E- (m+l)), 
0 6 s < t, 0 s m G n - 1, where g,, is the density of a sum of n independent random 
variables, each with a uniform distribution on the interval 10, l[, i.e., 
1 
g”(X)=(n-l)!j_o 
___ y (-1)’ ; (X--j)n-1170,nl(X). 
0 
We also use the notation 
fP(n, Y) =fP(n, YIO, O), py_‘_s(nlm) = P,(N, = nlN, = m), P:(n) =pXnlO). 
Let Qt,n,y denote the conditional probability P,(.IN, = n, X, = Y) on (0, sr) 
groperly defined in Section 2; Ql,n,, is the same for all (Y E IO, a[). We will consider 
I,n,y as a probability on (0, 9) by defining Qt,n,y(Noo = n) = 1. 
The maximal family Ju generated by CZ? is defined as the family of all probability 
measures P on (0, s), such that 
P(B) = Qr,N,,X, (B)dP WBES~, t>O. (1.1) 
J! can be seen as the largest family containing C? for which (N,, X,) is a sufficient 
statistic for all t 3 0. J! is a convex set and the extremal family 8 (generated by 8) 
is defined to be the set of extreme points of JR. The measures belonging to % have 
an ‘ergodic’ property, formulated in the following theorem (Lauritzen, 1988, 
Theorem IV.4.1; 1984, Proposition 3.3). $N,x) denotes the tail q-field of the process 
(N, X). 
Theorem 1.1. For P E J4 the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) PE %. 
(ii) P(A) = 0 or 1 for all A E gCNx). 
(iii) For all AE~%,, ~20, lim,,, Q,.N,,X,(A)= P(A), P-a.s. 
(iv) As t+oo, QI,N,Cwj,X,Cwj * Pfor P-almost all w. Cl 
Theorem l.l(iii) or (iv) could be expressed as “the measures in 8 are those which 
are asymptotically identifiable by the statistic (N,, X,)“. For the proof of this 
theorem, cf. Lauritzen (1988) and for a discussion of the concept of extremal family, 
see Lauritzen (1984). 
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We now formulate our main result, which is a complete description of the extremal 
family E. For (Y E [0, a[, p E 1-00, m[, let Pa,p denote the probability measure on 
(0, 9), for which N has the intensity A, = LY ept, f 2 0. If p > 0, then under P,, + N, = 
lim rtm N, has a Poisson distribution with parameter a/P. Furthermore, if we put 
Y: = (n + 1)t -X,, then given N, = n, Yz = lim+ Y: has a r( n, @)-distribution 
under Pa,_p. Let P’,,, denote the probability measure PI, _1 (*IN, = n, YZ = a). We 
then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. 
8 = {P’,,,; n ~l,O<a<co}u{P,,p;O”‘Y<~,O~p~~}. 
To prove this theorem, which is the purpose of this paper, we first find the so-called 
Boltzmann family %‘, the set of all probability measures on (0, 9) such that, for 
some w E 0, Qt,N,~w~,X,~w~ x P, as t+co. In doing this, we make use of the results in 
Jacod (1987), relating weak convergence of a sequence of probability measures on 
(a,$) to convergence of the corresponding compensators of N. To be able to apply 
these, we need an explicit expression for the compensator of N relative to Qt,n,y. 
For a Poisson process with constant intensity a minimal sufficient statistic at time 
t is N,. The intensity for the conditional probability given N, = n is 
n-l n-m 
c- ~Tm-T,n+,~~ s < t. 
m=cJ t-s 
In Section 2 we prove the analogous result for the Yule process, employing 
Girsanov’s theorem. 
From the expression for the ‘conditional’ intensity above it is easily seen that the 
extremal family generated by the Poisson process consists exactly of the Poisson 
measures themselves (including the one with intensity zero). In contrast, the deriva- 
tion of the Boltmann family in the Yule example (Section 3) requires a lot of work 
and the use of strong approximation results. Our basic tool is a uniform saddlepoint 
approximation for the sum of n independent random variables, each uniformly 
distributed on IO, l[. 
Finally, in Section 4, Lepingle’s form of the law of the iterated logarithm is used 
to show that all the elements of 6% belong to Z5, so that 3 = Z?. 
The reference to de Finetti’s theorem comes from the fact that measures belonging 
to the maximal family can be represented as mixtures of elements in the extremal 
family. That a Yule process is a mixture of the measures Pa,p above has long been 
known, see Keiding (1974). 
2. Intensities for the conditional probabilities 
We define the conditional probabilities P-(*1 N, = n, X, = y) in the following way. 
Let E,(dx) denote the one point measure at s. We first define the probability measures 
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Qst on (EF, %‘(E,)) for 0~ s < t, by 
Es(dx), m=O, sc2t-y 
Qst(m, dxll, y) = q-z-sddx), m = 1, s 2 2t -d 
0, otherwise, 
for t<y<2t, and 
Qsr(m, d-h y) 
fL(n, YIO, S)PY(O) e (dx) 
fP(n, y) .$ , m=O, s<Y. 
f:-~(n,vlm,x)fe(m,x)dx lsmGn_l 
fP(%Y) ’ ? 
= 
(m+l)(t-s)<y-x<(n+l)(t-s), 
p;Xnln)f;(n,y-(n+l)(t-s)) 
.fP(n,y) 
ey-(n+,j+sj(dx), 
m=n, s+(n+l)(t-s)<y, 
and zero otherwise, for n 2 2, t < y < (n + 1) t. 
We also put Q.T,({n}x{y+(n+l)(s-t)}ln,y)=l for tss. We then have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. For every t > 0, (n, y) E E,, there exists a probability measure Q,,n,y on 
(0, 9) satisfying 
(9 Q,,,,,J{(N,, X,1 E 4ln * . . n {(N,, &,I E 4)) 
= 5 AL . . . jA, Q,,,,(d (ml, %)I%, x2) * . . Q,,,(d (% xh, Y). 
fie family {Qr,n,y; (n, y) E E,, t > 0) has the following properties: 
(ii) Q,,,,.,AN = n, X, = y) = 1 V(n, Y) E 6, t> 0; 
(iii) the mapping (n, y) H Q,,n,, (B) is continuous on E, VB E 9,, t > 0; 
(n+l)1 
(iv) P,(B) = Q,,o,,(B)~P(0)+ QI,n,,(B)fP(n, Y) dy 
VBES,, t>O, LYE(O,CO). 
rS {Q:,n,y; (n, y) E E,, t > 0) is anotherfamily satisfying (ii)-( then Q:,n,y = Qt,n,y 
on SC for all (n, y) E E,, t > 0. 
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Proof. For k 3 1, put tki = Ck, i = 1, . . . , k2k = K, let hk denote the mapping 
WH (N,,,(w), X$,(W)), . . . , (N,,,(w), Xr,,(w))) and Fk = hk(a). Define a probabil- 
ity measure j.&.k on Fk as 
~L,(d(m,,x,),...,d(m,,x,)) 
= Q,,,,,&d(m, > x,h, 4 . . . Q,,,,(d(mc, xdb, v). 
By Prohorov’s inverse limit theorem (Dellacherie and Meyer, 1975, III-53), there 
exists a probability measure /1 on the inverse limit F of {Fk} such that pk = qk(p) 
for all k, where qk is the ‘coordinate map’ from F to Fk. Let cp : a--, F be the map 
Ww(hl(m), h,(w), . . .) and put OI,n,y= p-‘(p). Using the continuity properties of 
s~fP_,(n, ylm, x) and sHpY_,(nlm) one verifies (i). 
If tkTt, then (N,,~m,X,,<x}~{N,~m,X,<x}, so that 
Ql,n,y(Nt C mY x, < x, = limk Q,&j%, s my x,, <x) 
=limk &t(ioy. . . . , m} x 10, x[iny Y) = &Gm,y<x)y 
implying that Ql,n,y( N, = n, X, = y) = 1, i.e. (ii). 
(iii) also follows from the continuity of ~~fy__,(n, ylm, x) and s-p:-‘_,(nlm). 
By a monotone class argument, it is enough to show (iv) for sets B of the 
form {N,,=ml,X,lsxl}n “’ n{N&=?&,X,,, s&}. This is a straightforward 
verification. 
If {Q:,“,y; (n, y) E E,, f > 0} is another family satisfying (ii)-( then it follows 
from the separability of 9 that 
p,(Nr, X,)-‘({(n, v) E 6: Q,,n,y = Q:,n,J) = 1. 
Since p:(O) > 0 and fP(n, y) > 0 for n 2 1, (n, y) E E,, Qf,n,y = Q:,n,y for all (n, y) in 
a dense subset of E,. But then Qr,n,v = Qi,n,Y for all (n, y) E E, because of property 
(iii). 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let t>O, n~2, t<y<(n+l)t, O<s<t. Zfweput 
f,%Y - 
n-2 g,.m.l((y-Xu)/(t-u)-(m+2)) n-m 
Au -c 
m=~ g,.m((y-Xu)l(t-u)-(m+l) t-24 
Zv,,<s=T,,+,I T 
then NUhTn_, -joUAT~~l h’;“3y dv is a Q,,,,-martingale for u E [0, s]. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be preceded by a series of lemmas, but first of all 
a definition. 
Definition 2.3. (i) For t > 0, n 2 2, t < y < (n + 1) t, define 
n--2 f%n,ylm + 1, X,) p;n,y = 1 z~T 
m=~ f Y-An, Am, XI rn<~s Tm+,I 2 
SC t (O/0:=0). 
(ii) For t>O, n32, t<y<(n+l)t, define 
L :qy = (,cs p?) exp 
(I 
s(l-~~n~Y)a(N,,+l)du , 
me 0 > 
s < t, 
where the empty product is set to one. 
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Lemmr 2.4. 
for s< t, 0~ rnc n-l, T,,<s< T,,,,,, (m+l)(t-s)<y-X,<(n+l)(t-s) and 
(y-X,)/(t-s)#m+2 ifOSmSn-2. 
Proof. When T,,, < s < T,,, , we have that X, = X, + (m + l)(s - T,). The result is 
obtained by straightforward differentiation. 0 
Remark. The function fy-‘_,(n, ylm, X,), with T, <s < T,,,,, , is differentiable 
everywhere except at the points where (y -X,)/( t - s) E {m + 1, m +2, n + 1) for 
m = n - 2 and the points {n, n + 1) for m = n - 1. In the latter case the function is 
not even continuous at the two mentioned points. 
Lemma2.5. LetO<msn-2andT,<ssT,,,+,. Wethenhave,if(m+l)(t-T,,)< 
y-X=,<(n+l)(t-T,), 
Proof. From the conditions we get that m + 1 < (y -X,)/( t - u) for 
the continuity of lnfy_‘_,(n, ylm, X,) we get from Lemma 2.4 that 
T, < u < s. From 
fL(n, ylm, XJ 
lnfY-~n,(n, Am, XT”,) = ’ (1-~~n3y)~(m+1)du, T, 
if (y-X,)/(t-v)<n+l. If therefore (y-X,)/(t-s)<n+l we have the result of 
the lemma. If instead there exists s,, < s such that y -X, = (n + l)( t - so), we have that 
’ (l-~~n,y)~(m+l) du 
TV,, 
and the right-hand side equals zero. But when (y -X,)/ (t - s) 5 n + 1, the left-hand 
side is also zero. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let t>O, na2, t<y<(n+l)t. Then 
n-l fL(n, ylm, X) 
L:“2y = c 
m=O fP(n, v) 
I{m+l<(y-X,~)/(r-T,)<~+l}I{~~~~<T~+,} 
+ e-“‘Y-Xs’ I (n<(y-X,,~,)/r-T,,~,)<~+l}~T~-,~~<T~}~ 
SC t, wherefP(n,y)=f~(n,ylO,O). 
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Proof. Let t, n, y be as above and fixed. 
First, if T,,< s < T,, then by Lemma 2.5, 
L :“,y = exp (1 -~;““‘)a du 
Next, let T, s s < T,,, with 1 s m s n - 2 (n 2 3). The product nyCl puT, is zero 
unless(j+I)(t-~~)<y-X,,<(n+l)(t-7;)forl~j~m,andthusweneedonly 
consider the latter case. Then 
which by Lemma 2.5 equals 
=fL(n, Am, Xl 
fP(n,v) . 
When T,_, s s < T, the integral in Definition 2.3(ii) is divided into the two regions 
0 < US T,_, and u > T,_, respectively. For O-C u G T,_, we proceed as above and 
for u > T,_, we use that pi”,y = 0. 
For s 2 T,, the proposition is trivial. 
Finally, 
fi I- {,+I<(~-X,i)/('-T,)<"fl) = z{m+l<(y-X,,)/(r-~,,)<n+l~. q 
j=l 
Lemma 2.7. {L:“3y, s < t} is a P,-martingale. 
Proof. In Jacod (1975, Proposition (4.3)), it is shown that processes like L’,“,’ are 
supermartingales, but looking at the proof one observes that since by Lemma 2.6, 
L w,’ is bounded, it is a martingale (at the place where Fatou’s lemma is used one 
can instead apply Lebesgue’s theorem on bounded convergence). 0 
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Lemma2.8. Forall t>O, n 32, t <y < (n+ l)t, s < t, Qt,n,y< P, on SS,,TR_, andL::+“-, 
is a version of (dQ,,,,yldP,)ls~~,~I. 
Proof. Let s, t, n, y be as above. We should show that 
Since sssnT, = dNuASh~. , u 3 0) (BrCmaud, 1982, A2, T28), one gets that 
9 M-T, =ci(An{N,~m},AE~~,O~m~n-l,O~u~s), 
so by a monotone class argument it is enough to show the above relation for sets 
B of the form An{N,<m}, A={N,,,~m,,...,N,,6rn~}, m,S ... smksmS 
n-2, u,S ..* SukduCs. 
In that case, we get from Lemma 2.7, 
Ep,[l,,,,,,,L~~~~~,l 
= EP,[IA~~N,,~-~~L~:.~,,~,I 
= E,uo u 
. . 
~~An{~,,sm) 
y-_(m+l)(f-u) fL(n, ylk xl 
f f(n, Y) 
’ 4k+l)<(y_X,~),(t~r,)<~+l}~~(y-~),(,-~)<~+l~ 
1 
f:(k, x) dx. (2.1) 
If (k+l)(t-s)<y+x<(n+l)(t-s), then QS,&JVF=m,XS=x)=l, implying 
Q,,l,.x(k+l<(x-X,)/(s-T,)<n+l)=l, so that 
K-Y-X t--s + Y-XT. X-x, S--Tk ~- 
t - Tk t-S t-l-k s - Tk t - Tk 
>(k+l) t_T *+(k+l) 
k 
s=k+l, 
k 
and, in the same way, 
Y-XT --<n+l 
t - Tk 
3 Q, k x-a.s . , 
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Thus (2.1) equals 
Eo,,,,.[l.MX=+] 
.I-:-IAn, YIO, U)PU(O) 
fP(n, Y) 
+.t 1 
y-(rnfl)(l-It) 
EQ,,,,,[1WY,=4] 
f F-h, Ylk x)f Z(k xl dx 
k=l y-(n+l)(t-u) fY(n, VI 
EO,,,,[rA,cN,,--,)lQ,r(k, dxh Y) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let s, t, n, y be as above. Then by Lemma 2.7 { Lin,y, 0 s u 4 s} 
is a P,-martingale. By Theorem (4.5) in Jacod (1975) we can define a probability 
measure Q on (0,s.:) by (dQ/dP,)(sy = L:",' and N then has the Q-intensity 
"-'f;-,(~,Ylm+1,xu) 
= I, f ;_I&$ ylm, xu) a(m+ 1)4,,<.,,,+,) 
<l&ST,,+,} = AY-Y 
and consequently N,, =,,_, - jiA Tmm~ A :“,y dv is a Q-martingale on [0, s]. But then this 
is also a Q,,n,y- martingale on [0, s], since by Lemma 2.8, Q and Qt,n,y coincide on 
9 SAT,,-,. 0 
3. The Boltzmann family 
Our object in this section is to find all possible weak limits of Q1,N,(w),X,(w), as
t +a, when w E 0. Note that Qf,N,(w),X,(w)z:P if and only if Q,k,N,kCw),X,lCw)x P, for 
every sequence tk + 00. We divide the investigation into the two cases N,(w) + m 
and N,(w)+n<oo. 
3.1. The cuse N,(w)+00 
Everything depends on an approximation result, which we prove first. 
Let, as in Section 1, g,(x) denote the density of the sum of n independent 
identically distributed random variables with a uniform distribution on the interval 
IO, l[ and let H( 0) = ln{[exp( 0) - l]/ 13} be the cumulant transform of one of these 
variables. Since H( 0) is a cumulant transform we have that H”( 0) is strictly positive, 
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H’( 0) is strictly increasing, H’( 0) + 0 for 0 + --OO and H’(0) + 1 for 0 + ~0. In the 
following we shall use the formulas, that if H’( 0) = U, then 
8=-t(1+8A} and R=&{l-Rs} (3.1) 
and 
e2H”( e) = l- 
8* ee’ 
(1 -e-@)2’ (3.2) 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant c such that 
g,-,(x- 1) = e es 
g,(x) 
,s_1l+a,J, l<x<n, 
where H’(fI)=x/n, Ia,,lGcn/x*. 
Proof. In the proof 6, denotes constants that may be chosen independently of n 
and x. 
From Jensen (1988) it follows that 
g,(x) = zy&{-&+a”,X}, O<x<n, 
where H’( 0) =x/n, lan,xl s b,/n. Thus, 
&1(X - 1) 
=exp{(n-l)H(~,)-0,(~-1)-nH(B~)+~~x} 
h$q 
g*(x) 
JH”o{l+a~~x} 
= 2 e ~exp{(n-l)[H(e,)-H(B,), 0 
-(x-l)(el-e*)l 
dH”( 0,) 
m 
{I+ ah,,1 
= 
e2 Aexp{(n-l)~0~~8~ H”(7)d7d~}~(1+a:li), (3.3) 
e02- 1 
where H’(B,)=(x-l)/(n-1), H’(B,)=x/n and la’,,,lCb,/n. 
Let a > 0 be fixed. We then first consider the case lo21 G a. For n sufficiently large 
we will have IelI ~$a on using that 
x x-l ---= 
n n-l 
We may therefore determine constants bi such that 
6, s H”( 7) =S b2 and ( HC3’( T)I s b3 
(3.4) 
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for 0 ,~7~e2.Thus,forsome8with8,<8<8,, 
(0, - &I = 
H’(B,)-H’(B,) 1 
H”( 0) 
and 
Also, the double integral in (3.3) is bounded by 
fb,(e,-e,)2sf$ L 
b, (n-l)’ 
69 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Combining (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7) we get the result of the lemma for the case lO,l s a. 
Next we consider the case O2 > a and, as before, for sufficiently large n O1 > ia. 
From (3.2) we see that there exist constants b,, b, such that 
e*H”(e)z b, and 1e3Hc3)(e)1s b2, e,~ese~, 
and from (3.1) we get 
and 
Thus, for some 8 with O1 < 8 < 02, 
1 6 _ we,) w - 1 02 
e2 e,w(e) 
0,) y~[H’(e,)-We,)1 
1 2 
111 
n-lGb,n-l’ 
where we have used (3.4). The double integral in (3.3) is bounded by 
(s,-B,)[H.(R,)-H’(e,)i=e,(i-~)(1-~)~”~~ (3.8) 
and 
(3.9) 
Combining (3.3), (3.8) and (3.9) we get the result of the lemma for the case 02> a. 
Finally, we may handle the case e2 < -a in exactly the same way as O2 > a. We 
then find that 1 - e2/0, G b/x, which gives the bound en/x’ of the lemma. 0 
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We will also need two lemmas concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the triple 
(t, N,(w), X(w)). 
Lemma 3.2. Let w E 0, let { tk}k=, be any sequence such that tk + CC andput nk = N,, (w ), 
Y~=X,~(W). Zfnk+co, then 
lim yk_co and 
k tk 
lim (nkfl)tk-Yk=CO k 
nk 
Proof. For fixed t we have for tk > t, 
yk 1 ‘!+ 
tk 
=tk 
I 
o (N,(o)+l)dsz(N’(w):;)(tk-t)+N,(o)+l, 
and since N,(w) + 00 we obtain the first part of the lemma. 
For the second part, we use that (N, + 1) t - X,)/N, is constant for T,,, s t < T,+, , 
such that 
(nk+l)tk-Yk 
The latter term tends to infinity because N, + a and tk + 00. 0 
Lemma 3.3. If N,(w) +oO there exists a sequence {tk}kaI, such that tk -+oO and 
n&/y:+O, where nk= N,,(w), yk=Xtr(m). 
Proof (suggested by Thomas Hoglund). Take tk = Tk(w). Then tk + Co and nk = k. 
We show that lim supk yk/(& tk) = CO and by taking a subsequence we get the 
desired result. We proceed by obtaining a contradiction. Assume that there exists 
a constant C <cc such that 
Jnk tk fi tk 
SC Vksl. 
Write S, = Ci,=, t, and p,‘=(k-C&)-l, SO that tk<&Sk-l, implying S,c 
(1 + &)Sk-l. If k. is some integer such that pb> 0, this gives 
tk~S+,pk 1 (l+pj), kak,,+l. 
j=k, 
It is not difficult to see that log fl,kI$ (1-t pJ) = log k + 0( l), implying 
tk s &+_,pk eXp{lOg k + 0( l)} = 0( 1), 
which gives the desired contradiction, since tk + Co. 0 
As in the introduction, let P_,p denote the probability measure for which N has 
the intensity cx ePr, t 2 0. 
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Proposition 3.4. If w E 0 is such that N,(w) + ~0, then there are no other possible weak 
limits of QI,N,Cwj,X,Cwj than the measures Pu,p with a 2 0, p 2 0. Furthermore, let { tk}k3 1 
be any sequence such that tk + co and write nk = N,, (w ), yk = X,, (w ) and Qk = Q,k, “*, yl. 
Then 
(i) 
Yk 
if nk+a>O and p+$, 
tk nktk 
then Qk s P,,O; 
(ii) 
4 
if ?+p?O and --exp 
Yk Yk 
then Qk 3 Pa,p. 
Proof. Let w E fl be such that N,(w)+a, let {tk}kal be any sequence such that 
&+‘a and write nk=N,,(W), yk=&(W). 
LetM~l,s,~Obefixed.ChooseK,~lsuchthatt,>s,n,~M+Ifork~K,. 
Write, for k > K, , 
(O/0:=0), 
Then by Theorem 2.2, if we put Ay’=Ak(s, N,_, X,), then 
A? du is a Qrk.nkrYk -martingale on [0, s,]. 
We want to study the function Ak(s, m, x) on the set 
In the following we use the notation ‘A’, meaning convergence for k-+ CO, 
uniformly on A. 
To start with, there exists a K2 2 1 such that ~~(s, m, x) is strictly positive on A, 
for k 2 K2. This follows from Lemma 3.2: 
~~~>ti-(M+l)s0~>M+2 for k large enough, 
tk - s tk tk 
and 
n,+l-E=&{( nk+l)tk-yk-s(nk+l)+x} 
k 
for k large enough. 
By taking a subsequence, we may assume that yk/( nktk) + c, with either 0 < c < 1, 
c=l or c=O. 
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Let us first consider the case 0 < c < 1. Write 
ak=ak(s,m,x)=~-(112+l). 
tk - s 
Then ak/( nk - m) 3 c, which implies that 0 * &, where H’( 0) = ak/( nk - in) and 
H’( 0,) = c. By taking a further subsequence we may assume that nk/ tk + a, with 
0 S (Y S Co. This implies that ( nk - m)/( tk -s) + a. Lemma 3.1 then gives that 
1 
a, if c=$, 
Ak(‘% my x, * es0 
0 oes,_la, if c#;, 
hence A?‘(W) tends to the same limit, uniformly for (w, s) E 10, s0 A T,]. If (Y = 0, 
it is easy to see that the only possible weak limit of QLk,nk,yl, is PO,O. If LY = co, there 
can be no weak limit, since such a limit P would satisfy P( T1 > r) = 0 for all r > 0, 
which is impossible if P is to satisfy P(0) = 1. If O< (Y <a, then it follows from 
Jacod (1987, Theorem (4.1)), that Qtk,nk,yi, s Pa.,,,, where (Y’ is equal to (Y or 
&(eOo/eO,,- l)a, according to whether c =I or c f 4. This also proves (i). 
Next, we consider the case c=l. Then ak/(nk-m)*l, f3sm and 8= 
(l-ak/(nk-m))plblky where blk s 1, see (3.1). Again Lemma 3.1 gives that 
= (nk+l)tk-Yk 
( (nk+l)* 
-j&+&)-l (z)’ b*k, 
where b2k % 1. Taking a further subsequence we may assume that ((nk + I)& - 
yk)/(nk+ 1j2+ a-‘, with 0 s (Y G ~0, and so we find hk( s, m, x) + a. Thus we get no 
additional weak limits different from the above. 
Finally, we must consider the case c = 0. We first prove (ii), which belongs to this 
case. 
We have that ak/(nk-m)+O, e+--00 and e=-(n,-m)/ak)(i+blk), where 
eblk + 0, see (3.1). This gives that exp(e) = exp( -(nk - m)/ak)bzk, where b,, * 1. 
The conditions on ( tk, nk, yk) in (ii) imply that r&/y; + 0, so that (& - m)/az * 0, 
and from Lemma 3.1 we get 
b,,=:exp( -7) bak, 
where bjk + 1, bdk It-, 1, and in the last step we have used that fk/yk + 0 from Lemma 
3.2. The fact that n&/y: + 0 also implies that ( nk - m)/& - nk( tk - s)/yk + 0, hence 
r,(s,m,*)=:exp( -y)exp(zs)b,,, (3.10) 
where b5k % 1. The conditions in (ii) thus imply that h(sk)+ CY ePS, uniformly on 
00, so A TM], so once more by Jacod (1987, Theorem (4.1)), Q,, nk,y* % Pa,, . 
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It is left to show that no other weak limits are possible. By Lemma 3.3 there exists 
a sequence { tk}kzl such that tk + 00 and n,tfJy2k + 0 and if there is to be a weak limit 
of Qf,N,Cw),X,Coj we have to have convergence along this sequence. In that case, (3.10) 
is still valid. Define 
and &=% 
Yk 
By taking subsequences we may assume that (Yk + LX, 0 C CY C 00, and Pk + p, 0 s p s a. 
The case (Y < CO, /? <cc was treated above and there can be no weak limit if cy = ~0, 
p<coora=O,/3=oo.Whatremainsisthecasecz=O,/3=ce. 
Let yk = -1n ffk so that hk(S, in, x) = exp (-yk +j?ks)&. Taking yet another sub- 
sequence we may assume that yk/pk +T with O~rsc~. If T=OO we have that 
Ak(s, m, x) + 0, and so the only possible limit is P,,O. If r = 0 we find that 
hk(s,m,x)+cc on [c,sJ for any O<C<.Q. If O<r<c~ we obtain that 
hk(s, m, x) + 0 on [0, s,] and A,(& m, x) + co on [sz, s,], where s, CT< s2 (we can 
choose s,, so that r<s,,). It is not difficult to see that in the latter two cases there 
can be no weak limit. 0 
3.2. 7’he case N,(w)+n<oo 
As in the introduction, let YY=(n+l)t-X, and Put Cl,,(.) = 
P,,_,(.]N, = n, Yz = a), defined analogously to Qr,n,y in Theorem 2.1. We then have 
the following result. 
Proposition 3.5. Let w E 0 be such that N,(w)+ n <CC and Y: + a, O< a <OO. Let 
tk + Co and put nk = N,,(w), yk =X,,(w). Then Qfi,nl,Yk 3 P’,,,. as k+ Co. 
Proof. We assume that n 2 2 (the case n s 1 is simpler). Let LY > 0, 
Pa,_p and given that N, = m, Y: = y, (N,, Y:) has the density 
h,(n a,m y) = P”-“(a -Y)~-~-' > 9 
(n-m-l)! 
e-P(a-y) ((a/P) e~psY~m 
(n-m)! 
e 
mSn-1, y<a. If we put 
then one can show with the methods of Section 2 that 
N unT,_, - y”u,“ du is a Pk.,-martingale on [0, co[. 
/3 > 0. Under 
(a/P) .CBS 
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Now Let tk, +, yk be as above. Then there is a K ~l,suchthatnk=n,(&+l)tk-yk= 
a, for k a K. Also yk/ tk -+ n + 1 as k + co. Let s0 be arbitrary and put A = {(s, m, x): 
OSsSs,,OSmGn-2, s<x<(m+l)s}. Since gn(x)=(n-x)“-‘/(n-l)! if n- 
1 <x < n, we have for k greater than some K,, 
gnk-,-l((Yk-X)/(tk-S)-(112+f)) nk-m 
&m((yk-X)/(tk-s)-(m+l)) tk-S 
(n+1-(yk-X)/(tk-~))n--m-2/(~-m-2)! n-m 
=(n+l-(yk-X)/(tk-S))n-m-‘/(~-m-l)! fk-s 
n-m-l n-m (n-m-l)(n-m) = -= 
n+l-(yk-x)/(&-s) fk-s a-((n-cl)s-x) 
for all s, m, x E A. 
Thus, for k 2 K,, A$“k2Yk(~) = y:“(w) for (w, U) E [IO, s0 A T’-I], so that QIC,nk,Yk = P’,,, 
on sson T,_, , by Jacod (1975, Theorem (3.4)). This implies that if 0s s s sO, A E 
5 so” T,_, , then 
= Qewk (An{XT~_I+n(t-T,_,)+t-y~s, T,_,ss}) 
= PL,,(An {XT~_, + a - nT,_, c s, T,_, G s}) = P’,,,(A n {T, G s}), 
hence Q4,nk,Yk = P’,,, on gs,,, T,, for k 2 K, . Since Q,k,nk,yk( T, G sO) = P’,,,( T,,, s so) = 0 
if m 2 n + 1, we have that QfkrnPiYk = Pk,, on ssO for ka K,. This shows that 
Q fk,“krYP * %,a. 0 
4. The extremal family 
In this section we complete the proof of our main Theorem 1.2. 
As in the introduction, let PI denote the probability measure under which N has 
the intensity N,_+ 1, t 3 0. We first show that all the measures in %’ satisfy the 
condition (l.l), i.e. that under these measures the conditional distribution on (0, St) 
given N, = n, X, = y is Qz,n,y. 
For the measure P,,, this is obvious. For 0 < (Y < co, 0 G ,0 < co, we have that (Jacod, 
1979, Corollary (8.37)) Pa,p < P, on (0, St,) and that (Jacod, 1975, Theorem (5.1)) 
1 
-u”exp{p(N,+l)t-(P-l)X,-geO’-l) 
N, ! 
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is a version of (dP,,,/dP,)I,q,. S’ mce Qr,N,,X,(A) is a version of EP,[IA IN,, X,] and 
since 2, is a( N,, X,)-measurable, we get for A E 5Fr (put E,,,, = E, n ,), 
” J%.,W)=j LdP,u=j LZdP,=j -&v,,x,[LGIdP, 
=IE ~,N,,x,[LIZ dP, = &v,,x,[LI dPa.0. 
Now let n 2 1, 0 < a <CC and t 2 0. We saw in the proof of Proposition 3.5 that for 
u large enough, Pi,, = Qu,n,~n+l~uma on 9,. It follows from the definition of the Qr,n.J 
that, for A E 9,, 
Pi,, = Qu,n,cn+,ju-a(A) = E,,,,(.+,),-,[Q~,N,,~,(A)I = EP;,JQ~,N,,x,(A)I. 
We now finish the proof by showing that all the measures in B satisfy Theorem 
l.l(iv). 
For PO,” this is obvious. Let n 2 1, 0 < a < 00. Then PL,,-almost surely, N, + n, 
Y: + a, so Pi,, satisfy Theorem 1.1 (iv) (or Theorem l.l(iii)) by Proposition 3.5. 
For a > 0, we have according to Proposition 3.4(i), that if 
N,(w) and X,(w) ~, 
t tNt(w) 
2 (4.1) 
then Qr,N,(w),X,(w) * pa,o. Thus, if we show that (4.1) holds for P,,,-almost all w, 
then Pm,o satisfy Theorem l.l(iv). From the law of large numbers we have that 
Nt/ t + a, Pm,o - almost surely, and by the law of the iterated logarithm (see Lepingle, 
1978) there exists P,,,-almost surely c(w) <co such that 
IN,-a+c(l+Juloglogu). 
Using this it is easy to see that X,/( tN,) + f. 
Finally, we consider the measure Pa,p with (Y > 0 and p > 0. According to Proposi- 
tion 3.4(ii) it is enough to show that, P,,p-almost surely, 
N 
--+p and 
N: 
X, Xexp I 
(4.2) 
Let 
I44 = a eps ds =cy (eP” - 1). 
P 
Then from the law of large numbers N,/pLt + 1, P,,p-almost surely, and from the 
law of the iterated logarithm there exists Pa,B- almost surely c = c(w) < cc such that 
IN,-~,l~c(I+J~,loglogc~,). 
Using this we find 
X, pu,-at+6,c(t+~$/pL, loglogp, ds) 
PN= 
f CL, + 6241 +Jt4 1% log Pt) ’ 
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where I&[ s 1. From this we obtain that 
( > 1-p+ r+O f 
and in particular N,/ X, + p, Pa,p - almost surely. Putting these things together we 
obtain (4.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 0 
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